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Abstract13

From a research data repositories’ perspective, offering research data management ser-14

vices in-line with the FAIR principles is becoming increasingly important. However,15

there exists no globally established and trusted approach to evaluate FAIRness to date.16

Here, we apply five different available FAIRness evaluation approaches to selected data17
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archived in the World Data Center for Climate (WDCC). Two approaches are purely au-18

tomatic, two approaches are purely manual and one approach applies a hybrid method19

(manual and automatic combined).20

The results of our evaluation show an overall mean FAIR score of WDCC-archived21

(meta)data of 0.67 of 1., with a range of 0.5 to 0.88. Manual approaches show higher22

scores than automated ones and the hybrid approach shows the highest score. Computed23

statistics indicate that the test approaches show an overall good agreement at the data24

collection level.25

We find that while neither one of the five valuation approaches is fully fit-for-purpose26

to evaluate (discipline-specific) FAIRness, all have their individual strengths. Specifically,27

manual approaches capture contextual aspects of FAIRness relevant for reuse, whereas28

automated approaches focus on the strictly standardized aspects of machine actionability.29

Correspondingly, the hybrid method combines the advantages and eliminates the deficien-30

cies of manual and automatic evaluation approaches.31

Based on our results, we recommend future FAIRness evaluation tools to be based on32

a mature hybrid approach. Especially the design and adoption of the discipline-specific33

aspects of FAIRness will have to be conducted in concerted community efforts.34

1 Introduction35

Since their original publication, the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,36

Reusable; Wilkinson et al., 2016) have initiated an advancement of research data manage-37

ment practices and requirements at an unprecendented pace. What the FAIR principles38

entail is essentially a formalization of what one would generally understand as the data39

management aspects of good scientific practice (Kruk, 2013), i.e. that digital objects40

forming the foundation of research results should be available to the global community in41

order to facilitate the validation of scientific results and enable broad reuse of scientific42

data.43

Specifically, the FAIR principles have entered the day-to-day workflow of researchers,44

because funders and publishers more often than not require project data underlying sci-45

entific publications be managed, archived and made available to the scientific community46

in-line with the FAIR principles. Consequently, research data repositories and archives47

can offer the researchers a corresponding service if data curation practice in-line with the48

FAIR principles can be trustfully demonstrated and communicated. Indeed, current ef-49

forts to align the CoreTrustSeal1 certification (Dillo & de Leeuw, 2018) with the FAIR50

principles are leveling the path in that regard (L’Hours et al., 2020) .51

1https://www.coretrustseal.org
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To date however, there exists no standardized and globally accepted procedure to truth-52

and trustfully evaluate the FAIRness of a research data repositories’ (meta)data holdings53

and its data curation approach. Although recommendations regarding the metrics to be54

considered in FAIR evaluations have been recently published (Bahim et al., 2020; Genova55

et al., 2021), the lack of global agreement on and adoption of discipline-specific FAIR-56

ness criteria requires concerted community effort and remains a challenge (Wilkinson57

et al., 2019; Genova et al., 2021).58

This does not mean that the development of FAIRness evaluation tools has not flourished.59

On the contrary, a plethora of tools - manual and automated as well as comprehensive and60

less comprehensive ones - has been and is continuously developed and is openly available61

for evaluating archived (meta)data (Bahim, Dekkers & Wyns, 2019). From the perspec-62

tive of a repository operator aiming for FAIRness evaluation, it is however not evident63

which tool to choose from, because thorough evaluation of the fitness-for-purpose of the64

tools is not available.65

In this study, we aim to close this knowledge gap by applying an ensemble of five different66

FAIRness evaluation tools to selected (meta)data archived in the World Data Center for67

Climate (WDCC)2, which is hosted at the German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ)3
68

in Hamburg, Germany. The WDCC is a CoreTrustSeal certified domain-specific archive69

for climate science, with a focus on ensuring the long-term reusability of climate sim-70

ulation data and climate related data products. In earlier work, a self-assessment of the71

WDCC along the FAIR principles (Peters, Höck & Thiemann, 2020)4 indicated a high72

level of FAIRness (0.9 of 1). That evaluation was purely based on self-developed metrics73

along the individual FAIR principles, did not evaluate individual datasets and provides a74

holistic view of the WDCC (meta)data curation approach.75

Our study is further motivated by the fact that while it is clear that automation of FAIR-76

ness evaluation is needed for to ensure scaleability, we are unsure if automated tools are77

entirely fit-for-purpose, especially when it comes to the evaluation of contextual reusabil-78

ity of archived (meta)data (Wu et al., 2019; Bugbee et al., 2021; Dunn et al., 2021; Ganske79

et al., 2021; Murphy et al., 2021) - probably one of the most important aspects of “R”. Or80

in other words: what use are good findability, accessibility and interoperability if the data81

lack contextual metadata like documentation of methods, uncertainty assessment, asso-82

ciated references or provenance information. We presume that automated assessment of83

such information is close to impossible with current technology - a question we address84

in detail in this study.85

The aspect of contextual reusability is especially important to adequately consider when86

2https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/
3https://www.dkrz.de/en
4https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/info?site=fairness
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assessing FAIRness of archived climate simulation data, because the climate modeling87

community has at least for the last decade provided access to standardized collections of88

well-documented data for reuse by the global community (Meehl et al., 2007; Taylor et al.,89

2012; Stockhause et al., 2012; Cinquini et al., 2014; Eyring et al., 2016; Stockhause &90

Lautenschlager, 2017; Balaji et al., 2018; Petrie et al., 2021). Since such efforts are only91

feasible by adhering to agreed upon and adopted discipline-specific (meta)data standards92

(e.g. Eaton et al., 2003; Ganske et al., 2021), this can already be seen as a certain degree93

of FAIRness. Further, data curation approaches of repositories catering for the archival94

of climate data already include quality control mechanisms to ensure long-term reusabil-95

ity (e.g., Stockhause et al. (2012), Evans et al. (2017) and Höck, Toussaint & Thiemann96

(2020)). FAIRness evaluation tools should therefore be capable of reflecting these efforts.97

In applying an ensemble of FAIRness evaluation tools in this study, we aim at answering98

the following research questions:99

1. How does the previous self-assessment of WDCC FAIRness (Peters, Höck & Thie-100

mann, 2020) compare to currently available tools and proposed methods, how is this101

reflected in WDCC’s (meta)data curation approach and how can WDCC FAIRness102

be improved?103

2. How do the different FAIRness evaluation tools compare to each other and what104

can we take home from such an analysis?105

3. How fit-for-purpose are the different FAIRness evaluation tools for an evaluation of106

the domain-specific aspects of FAIRness, especially in terms of contextual (meta)data107

reusability?108

Building on our analysis, we discuss the lessons-learned during the process of evalua-109

tion and conclude with a set of recommendations for the design and application of future110

FAIR evaluation approaches. The paper is organised as follows: we introduce our analysis111

method and data used in Section 2. This includes a detailed description of the FAIRness112

evaluation tools, the choice of evaluated WDCC-archived datasets and the approach taken113

to achieve comparability between the different FAIRness evaluation tools. Results are pre-114

sented in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4. The paper concludes with a summary in115

Section 5.116

117

2 Methods and Data118

In this section, we detail our approach to selecting FAIRness evaluation tools for our119

ensemble from the pool of globally available tools. We also cover aspects of tool applica-120
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bility and discuss our approach to making the results from different tools comparable to121

each other. We also highlight the importance of constructive feedback-loops between tool122

developers and FAIRness evaluators. We further discuss and motivate our methodology123

behind the selection of WDCC-archived entries to be tested.124

2.1 Selection of evaluation approaches125

We based our selection of tools on the collection of FAIRness evaluation tools prepared by126

the Research Data Alliance (RDA) FAIR Data Maturity Working Group (WG)5 (Bahim,127

Dekkers & Wyns, 2019). That collection presents twelve FAIR assessment tools having128

their origins at various institutions around the globe. We find that only two out of the129

twelve presented tools are actually fit-for-purpose in the context of our study. These are130

the Checklist for Evaluation of Dataset Fitness for Use (Austin et al., 2019) produced by131

the Assessment of Data Fitness for Use WG (WDS/RDA)6 (cf. Sec. 2.1.1) and the FAIR132

Maturity evaluation service documented in Wilkinson et al. (2019) (cf. Sec. 2.1.2). The133

latter is not explicitly listed in Bahim, Dekkers & Wyns (2019), but represents the evolu-134

tion of a listed tool (Wilkinson et al., 2018b). The other ten tools listed could either not135

be accessed (ANDS-NECTAR RDS FAIR data assessment tool and the CSIRO 5-star Data136

Rating tool), are not recommended to be used anymore by the creators (DANS-Fairdat,137

DANS-Fair enough? (L. Cepinskas, pers. comm. 24 March 21), did not provide clear and138

easy-to-use instructions regarding the tools’ application (Peng et al. (2015); Peng et al.139

(2020); The MM-Serv Working Group (2018) and David et al. (2018)) or where from our140

perspective not suited for evaluation of FAIRness of a repositories’ data holdings (Pergl141

et al., 2019).142

We further sourced the internet by searching for “FAIR data evaluation”. Thereby, we143

discovered the tool FAIRshake (Clarke et al., 2019) and decided to use it in our ensem-144

ble approach (cf. Sec. 2.1.3). We also discovered the ARDC’s FAIR self assessment tool145

(Schweitzer et al., 2021), but decided not to use it as it neither provides a download op-146

tion for test results annotated with sufficient metadata of the evaluated resource nor does147

it provide a quantitative measure of FAIRness as final output.148

Building upon earlier collaboration with the developers of the F-UJI tool (Devaraju & Hu-149

ber, 2020) (see examples in Devaraju et al., 2021), we also used that tool in its software150

version v1.1.1 for our assessment ensemble (cf. Sec. 2.1.4). Finally, we build on earlier151

in-house work to evaluate WDCC’s FAIRness (Peters, Höck & Thiemann, 2020) and by152

performing a self-assessment using the metric collection presented in Bahim et al. (2020)153

(cf. Sec. 2.1.5).154

5https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/fair-data-maturity-model-wg
6https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/assessment-data-fitness-use
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Tool Acronym method Covered FAIR dimen-

sions

Reference

Checklist for Evaluation of

Dataset Fitness for Use

CFU manual n/a Austin et al. (2019)

FAIR Maturity Evaluation

Service

FMES automated F: 8, A: 5, I: 7, R: 2 Wilkinson et al. (2019)

FAIRshake n/a hybrid F: 3, A: 1, I: 0, R: 5 Clarke et al. (2019)

F-UJI n/a automated F: 7, A: 3, I: 4, R: 10 Devaraju et al. (2021)

Self Assessment n/a manual F: 13, A: 12, I: 10, R: 10 Bahim et al. (2020)

Table 1: Summary of the five FAIRness evaluation tools used in this study. The hybrid

method of FAIRshake combines automated and manual evaluation. The covered FAIR

((F)indable, (A)ccessible, (I)nteroperable, (R)eusable) dimensions refer to the number of

metrics the tool tests, e.g. FMES checks for Findability using 8 different tests.

We summarize the main characteristics of the five FAIRness evaluation tools in Table 1.155

The detailed results obtained from applying the FAIRness evaluation approaches are avail-156

able as supporting data (Peters-von Gehlen, 2021; Peters-von Gehlen & Hoeck, 2021).157

158

2.1.1 Checklist for Evaluation of Dataset Fitness for Use (Austin et al., 2019)159

The Checklist for Evaluation of Dataset Fitness for Use (CFU) was originally developed160

to supplement the CoreTrustSeal repository certification process (Austin et al., 2019) by161

providing a tool to “...check the fitness for use (e.g. FAIRness) of a repository’s hold-162

ings...” (J. Petters, pers. comm., April 2021). So although not specifically designed with163

the FAIR principles in mind, CFU can be used in the context of our study because it ad-164

dresses data curation aspects relevant in the context of FAIR.165

The CFU is a manual questionnaire provided in the format of a google-form and can166

be accessed from the URL provided in Austin et al. (2019). The questionnaire consists167

of twenty questions covering aspects of dataset identification, state of the repository’s168

certification, data curation, metadata completeness, accessibility, data completeness and169

correctness as well as findability and interoperability. It is evident, that the topics cov-170

ered by the questions map very well onto the FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016).171

The questions allow for nuanced answers (Yes; Somewhat; No) and are formulated in172

a sufficiently generic way to allow for discipline-specific answers. Like for any manual173

questionnaire, the evaluator has to be familiar with the common practice of the scientific174

domain and, ideally, be aware of the repositories’ preservation practice. The answers are175

saved to an online spreadsheet. Evaluators using the CFU can always come back to pre-176

vious assessments, given that the spreadsheet is available, and comprehend the score a177

particular resource has attained. Objectiveness of an evaluator is key for reproducibility,178
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though. The provision of resource metadata in the form facilitates the findability and the179

results of an assessment can be shared with anyone.180

181

2.1.2 FAIR Maturity Evaluation Service (Wilkinson et al., 2019)182

The FAIR Maturity Evaluation Service (FMES) is a fully-automated FAIRness evaluation183

tool building on community-driven efforts in compiling discipline specific FAIR maturity184

indicators (Wilkinson et al., 2018a; Wilkinson et al., 2019). The current implementation185

of the FMES is accessible online7 and lets users choose from a set of different FAIR186

maturity indicator collections for testing. At the time of writing, the majority of available187

collections is discipline agnostic and is provided by the tool developers.188

For testing, the FMES takes the URL or PID of the online resource as input for finding189

and accessing the resource via the machine-actionable metadata profided as JSON-LD. If190

available, the PID strictly has to be provided to FMES to yield meaningful evaluation re-191

sults (M. Wilkinson, pers. comm., April 2021). For later identification of the test, FMES192

also requires a title for the evaluation and the ORCiD of the evaluator as metadata. Once193

an evaluation has been performed - this can take up to 15 minutes to complete, we experi-194

enced an average of about 2 minutes per entry - the result of the evaluation is immediately195

displayed in the web interface and reasons for failing certain tests are documented (see196

Wilkinson et al., 2019, for more information). Evaluation scores are given in number of197

passed, n, versus number of total tests.198

Every evaluation performed with the FMES is saved in its backend and can be searched199

for and accessed at any later time by anyone via the web-GUI. This enables comprehen-200

sibility and reproducibility of the evaluation results.201

Here, we applied the FMES using the collection All Maturity Indicator Tests as of May 8,202

20198. We used that collection because it contains tests for all aspects of the FAIR prin-203

ciples (cf. Table 1), was compiled by the maintainer of the tool and because no climate204

science specific FAIR maturity indicator collection was available at the time of testing.205

206

2.1.3 FAIRshake (Clarke et al., 2019)207

The FAIRshake tool takes a hybrid (combination of manual and automated) approach208

to assessing the FAIRness of digital resources (Clarke et al., 2019). FAIRshake can be209

accessed online9 and was initially designed for use in biology-related disciplines. The210

7https://fairsharing.github.io/FAIR-Evaluator-FrontEnd/#!/
8https://fairsharing.github.io/FAIR-Evaluator-FrontEnd/#!/collections/6
9https://fairshake.cloud
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framework is intentionally kept generic enough to also be applicable to other disciplines211

(D. Clarke, pers. comm., April 2021). Like with FMES, FAIRshake can be used with a212

number of different FAIR metrics collections, the so-called rubrics, which differ in the213

amount of included FAIR metrics, in the type of resource to be evaluated or in the scien-214

tific discipline the rubric can be applied to.215

216

Applying FAIRshake is open to anybody upon online registration. Once registered,217

users organize their evaluations in projects, which contain the results from the digital re-218

source assessments. The assessment itself is done by providing the URL to the digital219

resource, as well as further metadata like title, description and type of resource for later220

reference. The automated part of the evaluation sources the machine-actionable JSON-LD221

metadata of the resource. For our assessments, we used the FAIRshake dataset rubric10
222

because it contains the in our view most adequate set of FAIR metrics for the purpose of223

our study (cf. Table 1) and the most comprehensible test formulations.224

In the FAIRshake dataset rubric, an automated approach is taken to evaluate the metrics225

relating to accessing the dataset landing page, accessing the data, contacts and licensing.226

The other metrics focusing on documentation of the data and its provenance, the repos-227

itory the data is hosted in, versioning and citation of the dataset have to be answered228

manually. If an automated test fails because the required criteria encoded in the tool are229

not met, the test can still be amended manually. The results are given as nuanced answers230

(Yes (100% score); Yes, but (75%); No, but (25%); No (0%)). An evaluator can add addi-231

tional information like URLs or free-text to justify the provided answer, which often re-232

quires the evaluator being familiar with the common practice of the scientific domain and233

also of the repositories’ preservation practice. Through the combination of automated and234

manual metric assessment, FAIRshake offers the unique possibility of testing for generic235

aspects of the FAIR principles, while also catering for domain-specific requirements.236

237

Every assessment performed with FAIRshake can be accessed by anybody from the238

tools’ homepage, allowing for transparency and reproducibility. Our results are organized239

in the FAIRshake project WDCC for DSJ11.240

241

10https://fairshake.cloud/rubric/8/
11https://fairshake.cloud/project/132/
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2.1.4 F-UJI (Devaraju & Huber, 2020)242

F-UJI is an automated tool for the assessment of the FAIRness of research data devel-243

oped in the framework of the FAIRsFAIR12 project. Within the project, as set of metrics244

which follow the core FAIR principles was developed for use with F-UJI (Devaraju et al.,245

2020). F-UJI not only enquires the machine-actionable (meta)data available as JSON-LD246

via the research data object’s landing page (specified by either URL or PID), but also247

harvests any available information on the hosting repository or the dataset itself from248

external resources. These external resources include established services like re3data13,249

DataCite14, the RDA Metadata Standards Catalog15 or Linked Open Vocabularies16. This250

approach supports the automated evaluation of domain-specific FAIRness by leveraging251

the advantages of domain-specific over general repositories. For a more detailed descrip-252

tion of F-UJI features, please refer to Devaraju & Huber (2020) and Devaraju et al. (2021).253

254

F-UJI is free to be used by anyone and can be either installed locally (Devaraju &255

Huber, 2020) or applied using an online demo version17. The software behind the online256

demo corresponds to the most recent software version available for local installation (R.257

Huber, pers. comm., April 2021). Here, we take the most economic approach for applying258

F-UJI and relied on the assessments of the online demo version. F-UJI takes the URL to259

the landing page of the resource to be tested as only input. An assessment itself happens260

on the order of a few seconds and the results are displayed in a dashboard-like manner.261

The overall FAIRness score is given in %, with each of the metrics having equal weights262

in the calculation.263

264

An evaluator can easily enquire the reasons behind passed or failed tests by clicking265

on the corresponding icons. The results of an assessment can however not be saved online,266

making the comprehension of an earlier assessment result only possible by re-executing267

the assessment. Of course, this only makes sense if the F-UJI software stack hasn’t been268

updated in the meantime - which may indeed happen since F-UJI is still in development269

and constantly updated (see Sec. 2.1.6). We saved a PDF version of F-UJI’s output to270

our local infrastructure and have made them availabe via the WDCC (Peters-von Gehlen,271

2021). For a more systematic application of F-UJI, a local installation is more beneficial.272

273

12https://www.fairsfair.eu
13https://www.re3data.org
14https://datacite.org
15https://rdamsc.bath.ac.uk
16https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/
17https://www.f-uji.net
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2.1.5 WDCC-developed self assessment along Bahim et al. (2020)274

We constructed our own manual FAIRness evaluation tool by building on earlier in-house275

efforts to evaluate the FAIRness of the WDCC (Peters, Höck & Thiemann, 2020)18 and276

the FAIR metrics recommended in (Bahim et al., 2020). By relying on third-party rec-277

ommendations on FAIR metrics (Bahim et al., 2020), the present approach reduces the278

risk of leaving the evaluation open for individual interpretation - a major problem of man-279

ual FAIRness assessments (e.g. Mons et al., 2017; Jacobsen et al., 2020). Almost all of280

the maturity indicators listed in Bahim et al. (2020) were evaluated, regardless of them281

being classified as Essential, Important or Useful, in order to obtain the most complete282

FAIRness assessment possible (cf. Supplement). We also allow for nuanced answers per283

maturity indicator where this makes sense, i.e. while some indicators can only fail (0%)284

or pass (100%), others can attain values in the range of 0% to 100%. For the final score285

per evaluated WDCC-entry, every FAIR maturity indicator is given equal weights.286

287

Like for any manual FAIRness evaluation tool (cf. Secs. 2.1.1 and 2.1.3), trustworthy288

and useful conduction of the evaluation requires a strong background in discipline-specific289

practices and standards, while also allowing for a high degree of domain-specificity. The290

evaluation results are saved in a spreadsheet on local hardware and made publicly avail-291

able in conjunction with this publication.292

2.1.6 The benefit of contacting the tool authors293

In the process of conducting the FAIRness assessments for this study, we inevitably came294

in contact with the developers to enquire upon usability of the tool for our purposes (CFU,295

FAIRshake), unexpected results (FMES, F-UJI) or to recommend enhancements to the296

user experience (FAIRshake). Especially for FMES and F-UJI, quick turnaround times in297

email communication resolved issues very efficiently. In both cases, our enquiries have298

lead to improvements of the software by revealing bugs in the code or making the eval-299

uation approaches more flexible, e.g. making the recognition of PIDs in the JSON-LD300

metadata case insensitive (FMES, M. Wilkinson, pers. comm., April 2021). An example301

from F-UJI would be that the tool now correctly identifies the resource type from infor-302

mation given in the JSON-LD metadata - which leads to one more test passed (R. Huber,303

pers. comm., April 2021).304

For FAIRshake, we used the tools’ GitHub page19 to raise issues recommending improve-305

ments to the look and feel of the tool as well as the automated test routines. These recom-306

mendations were promptly adopted (usually within less than a working day).307

18https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/info?site=fairness
19https://github.com/MaayanLab/FAIRshake/issues
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308

2.2 Selection of WDCC entries for evaluation309

The WDCC is a domain-specific long-term archiving service focusing on ensuring the310

long-term reusability of datasets relevant for simulation-based climate science. Therefore,311

the main focus lies on the preservation of datasets stemming from numerical simulations312

of Earth’s climate. Additionally, datasets originating from observations, e.g. satellite data313

products, aircraft observations and in-situ measurements, are also preserved in WDCC314

but make up a relatively small fraction of the total data volume. Datasets preserved in the315

WDCC are required to comply with domain-specific (meta)data standards and file formats316

and be accompanied by rich and scientifically relevant metadata so as to ensure long-term317

reusability.318

The total volume of datasets preserved in WDCC amounts to ≈3.1 PetaBytes (August319

2021)20. The largest part is represented by climate model output stemming from globally320

coordindated model intercomparison efforts like the the global Coupled Model Intercom-321

parison Project 5 (CMIP5, Taylor, Stouffer & Meehl, 2012) or regionalisations thereof322

produced within the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX,323

Giorgi, Jones & Asrar, 2009). Those datasets are highly standardised, because global in-324

tercomparison studies rely on the efficient reusability of produced data across user com-325

munities. Indeed, data reuse is high for these datasets, therefore justifying the stan-326

dardisation effort (Pronk, 2019). Smaller datasets archived in WDCC are comprised327

of climate modeling or observational projects organised at project or institutional levels328

(e.g. Heinzeller et al. (2017); Jungclaus & Esch (2009) or Seifert (2020)) and research out-329

put forming the basis of academic publications (e.g. Klepp et al. (2017) or Mülmenstädt330

et al. (2018)).331

The degree of data maturity (cf. Höck, Toussaint & Thiemann, 2020, for maturity crite-332

ria) required for archival in WDCC depends on whether or not a DOI is to be assigned to333

the archived data: data have to fulfill higher technical and scientific quality requirements334

if a DOI is to be assigned in the archival process (cf. Peters, Höck & Thiemann, 2020,335

and references therein).336

Individual WDCC-archived datasets, i.e. files, are stored as parts of larger data collections337

- an approach broadly adopted in simulation-based climate science community (e.g. Evans338

et al., 2017) and which builds on the OAIS (Open Archival Information System, CCSDS339

(2012)) framework. In an OAIS, the archived information is organised in Archival Infor-340

mation Packages (AIPs), with two specialized AIP-types being the Archival Information341

Unit (AIU) and the Archival Information Collection (AIC). Broadly speaking, AICs de-342

20https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/statistics?type=database size
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Project acronym Data summary Project

volume

[TB]

DOI as-

signed

Creation date Comments

IPCC-AR5 CMIP5 Coupled Climate Model

Output, prepared following

CMIP5 guidelines and basis

of the IPCC 5th Assessment

Report (2 AICs evaluated)

1655 yes and

no

2012-05-31 and

2011-10-10

CliSAP Observational data products

from satellite remote sens-

ing (2 AICs evaluated)

163 yes and

no

2015-09-15 and

2009-11-12

one collection

with no data

access

WASCAL Dynamically downscaled

climate data for West Africa

73 yes 2017-02-23

CMIP6 RCM forcing MPI-

ESM1-2

Coupled Climate Model out-

put prepared as boundary

conditions for regional cli-

mate models, prepared fol-

lowing CMIP6 experiment

guidelines

51 yes 2020-02-27

MILLENIUM COSMOS Coupled Climate Model of

ensemble simlations cover-

ing the last millenium (800-

2000AD)

47 no 2009-05-12

IPCC TAR ECHAM4/OPYC Coupled Climate Model

Output, prepared to support

the IPCCs 3rd Assessment

Report

2.6 yes 2003-01-26 Experiment and

dataset with DOI;

First ever DOI

assigned to data

(Stendel et al.,

2004)

Storm Tide 1906 German Bight Numerical simulation of the

1906 storm tide in the Ger-

man Bight

0.3 yes 2020-10-27

COPS Observational data obtained

from radar remote sens-

ing during the COPS (Con-

vective and Orographically-

Induced Precipitation Study)

campaign

0.2 yes 2008-01-28

HDCP2-OBS Observations collected dur-

ing the HDCP2 (High Defi-

nition Clouds and Precipita-

tion for Climate Prediction)

project

0.06 yes 2018-09-18

OceanRAIN In-situ, along-track ship-

board observations of rou-

tinely measured atmospheric

and oceanic state parameters

over global oceans

0.01 yes 2017-12-13 7

CARIBIC Observations of atmo-

spheric parameters obtained

from commercial aircraft

equipped with an instru-

mentation container

7.7E-5 no 2002-04-27

Table 2: WDCC projects selected for evaluation. The project acronyms can be directly

used to search and find the evaluated projects using the WDCC GUI. The project volume

in TB (third column) refers to the total volume of the entire project named in the first

column. A full listing with more comprehensive information on the evaluated WDCC-

entries is provided in the spreadsheets underlying this study (cf Supplement).
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scribe a collection of AIUs which are combined in a meaningful way to enable discov-343

erability. AIUs contain metadata describing the archived actual datasets, whereas AICs344

contain metadata describing the respective collection of AIUs.345

In the WDCC, data collections are comprised of “entries”, i.e. AIPs, which follow a346

strictly hierarchical structure21: the topmost level is the “project”, followed by the the347

levels “experiment” (AIC), “dataset group” (AIC) and “dataset” (AIU) (WDCC, 2016).348

Of these, the entry types project and dataset are mandatory, whereas the entry types exper-349

iment and dataset group are used as organisational backbone of larger collections. At the350

WDCC, DOIs are assigned at the AIC-level only. This is done to i), keep reference lists in351

publications using WDCC-archived data clear and concise and ii), display the effort put352

into the creation of a data collection through a single citation with the aim to elevate the353

data publication to the level of a paper publication. However, some older data preserved354

in WDCC also have DOIs assigned at the AIU, i.e. the dataset, level (e.g. Stendel et al.,355

2005).356

An evaluation of the entire WDCC-archive is evidently out-of-scope as it contains >1.3M357

datasets, with a total number of 1126 DOIs assigned at the time of writing (August358

2021)22. We have therefore chosen to evaluate a sample of thirteen WDCC-archived359

AICs (see Table 2), resulting in a total of 32 evaluated AIPs (thirteen experiments, six360

dataset groups, thirteen datasets). In the selection of the sample, we aimed at providing a361

representative assessment across the entire spectrum of WDCC-archived data collections362

covering various degrees of data maturity while at the same time providing a represen-363

tative sample in terms of data volume. We evaluated two AICs for two projects (IPCC-364

AR5 CMIP5 and CliSAP) because data maturity is heterogeneous in these projects. One365

AIC was evaluated for the remaining nine chosen projects. The evaluation approach is366

detailed in the next section.367

We consider the evaluated AICs (cf. Table 2) as representative for the data maturity level368

of the entire WDCC-project they are associated with, allowing us to extrapolate the results369

of our evaluation. Doing so, the cumulative data volume of the WDCC projects evaluated370

here amounts to ≈2PB (cf Tab. 2). The sample is representative of about 65% of WDCC-371

archived data. The remaining 35% are represented by a large number of smaller AICs372

for which testing would have been out-of-scope in the context of this study due to time373

constraints. The results obtained from the evaluation of our sample thus provide a good374

indication of overall WDCC-FAIRness. We note here, that some of the evaluated AICs375

were archived before the advent of the FAIR principles and therefore represent the long-376

established WDCC-approach to ensure long-term reusability of archived data collections.377

21https://cera-www.dkrz.de/docs/CERA2MetadataSubmissionGuide.pdf
22https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/statistics?type=database doi
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378

2.3 Evaluation approach379

The granularity of data collections archived in the WDCC is motivated by providing the380

most appropriate level of data organisation for accessibility and reuse (see above). The381

amount and richness of metadata (contacts, references, parameter lists, quality assessment382

reports, free text summary, etc) differs starkly between the levels of granularity. There-383

fore, reporting the FAIRness of WDCC-archived data at the level of individual AIUs384

would not be informative. Hence, we provide results of our assessment at the AIC level,385

i.e. at the level of a WDCC data collection. Also, this is the only way to do justice to386

the domain-specific approach of organising climate science related simulation-based and387

observational datasets in larger collections (Evans et al., 2017; Ganske et al., 2020).388

In practice, we assessed all AICs presented in Table 2 at the level of their AIUs and aver-389

aged the results at the AIC-level for all assessment approaches for reporting, but for our390

self-assessment (Sec. 2.1.5). For that approach, we performed the evaluation directly at391

the AIC-level.392

393

2.4 Achieving comparability among evaluation approaches394

The applied FAIRness evaluation tools all show a different number of maturity indicators,395

which are also differently distributed along the FAIR dimensions. In order to achieve396

comparability between the assessment approaches, we took a pragmatic approach and397

simply averaged the results over all maturity indicator tests per approach. We do so, be-398

cause this approach is automatically applied for the two automatic assessment approaches399

(F-UJI and FMES). Where necessary, we normalized the results to yield a FAIR-score in400

the range between 0 and 1, indicating a low- or high-level of FAIRness, respectively.401

We acknowledge the fact that this way of comparing the results of different FAIRness402

evaluation tools somewhat distorts the results, because the results per FAIR dimension403

are not equally weighted. However, we argue here that our study has the main focus of404

raising awareness for available FAIRness evaluation tools and highlighting the intricacies405

associated with applying them. In the end, the results of most tests compare well at the406

AIC-level (see next section).407

408
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3 Results409

3.1 Mean scores of FAIR assessments410

We show the calculated scores obtained from the five FAIRness evaluation tools along411

with some general statistics in Table 3. The calculated level of FAIRness strongly de-412

pends on the assessment method and the evaluated AIC. Overall, we obtain an ensemble413

mean FAIR score for the WDCC of 0.67, with individual results per applied FAIRness414

evaluation tool ranging from 0.5 to 0.88. The calculation of the mean FAIR score does415

not account for any weighting by data volume per AIC. Scores are mostly higher for the416

manual or hybrid approaches compared to the automated ones. This is mostly because the417

automatic FAIRness evaluation tools include checks on the actual data, which require the418

evaluated data to be openly accessible by the evaluation tool. Since almost all WDCC-419

archived data are open and free for use by anyone, but only accessible after authentication,420

the automatic tests requiring data access fail by design. The manual evaluation tools how-421

ever allow for an evaluation of WDCC-archived datasets, since these can be accessed422

through human intervention (wording taken from Bahim et al., 2020). Metadata must423

be prepared accordingly for automated tools, e.g. in the JSON-LD, so that it can also be424

evaluated. We discuss further aspects behind the differences in FAIRness scores between425

the applied methods in Section 4.426

At the AIC-level (column “∅ per project” in Table 3), the spread around the ensemble427

mean is slightly smaller, ranging from 0.43 to 0.76. AICs with DOI obtain the highest428

FAIR scores, with an AIC associated with the project CMIP6 RCM forcing MPI-ESM1-429

2, which has a DOI assigned and is comprised of data produced within the framework of430

the CMIP6 initiative (Eyring et al., 2016), scoring highest.431

Consequently, AICs having no DOI assigned, such as MILLENIUM COSMOS, score432

lower. The lowest score is determined for one of the CliSAP AICs (CliSAP, no DOI and433

no data accessible). While that AIC does provide ample metadata on the corresponding434

WDCC landing pages (see cf Supplement for details to find the tested AICs), the data is435

not accessible because the status of the AIC was never set to “completely archived” by436

WDCC staff. The lack of data accessibility can in this case only be pinpointed using the437

manual and hybrid approaches - the automatic ones fail to recognise this major shortcom-438

ing and therefore cannot be used to capture the actual data curation status. While such439

curation levels are rather the exception than the rule for the WDCC, we deliberately chose440

to include an AIC with no accessible data in our evaluation to analyse the entire spectrum441

of WDCC data curation levels and for checking whether the automated tools recognize442

this.443

Summarising this part of our results, we find that all FAIRness evaluation tools can be444
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used to reliably distinguish between various degrees of (meta)data curation of AICs pre-445

served in the WDCC and that for the most part, AICs preserved in the WDCC satisfy the446

majority of the FAIR maturity indicators addressed by the applied evaluation approaches.447

448

3.2 Agreement between evalution approaches449

Our ensemble approach to FAIRness evaluation also offers the unique opportunity to anal-450

yse the consistency between the assessment approaches at the AIC-level. To illustrate this,451

we computed the relative standard deviation, defined as the standard deviation of a sample452

divided by the mean of the sample ( σ
∅

), at the AIC level (rightmost column of Table 3)453

and the cross-correlations between the tests at the WDCC-level shown in Table 4.454

If the applied FAIRness evaluation tools show a small spread in determined FAIRness455

scores for a particular project, they show agreement and σ

∅
is small. We find the lowest456

values for datasets having a DOI assigned and being associated with ample machine-457

readable relevant metadata, i.e. CMIP6 RCM forcing MPI-ESM1-2 (Steger et al., 2020)458

and Storm Tide 1906 German Bight (Meyer et al., 2021), or a dataset with a low-level459

of domain-specific maturity (CARIBIC). At the other end of the spectrum, the FAIRness460

evaluation tools disagree most for the CliSAP AIC for which no data is accessible - for the461

reasons we alluded to in the previous paragraph. We provide a more detailed discussion462

of the differences between test results in Section 4.463

464

The cross-correlations between the applied FAIRness evaluation tools (Table 4) clearly465

indicate that the level of agreement strongly depends on the applied methodology (man-466

ual, hybrid or automated), irrespective of covered FAIR dimensions per approach (see467

Section 2.1). Generally, the results of manual or hybrid approaches compare better to468

each other than to the automated ones. Similarly, the two automated approaches (FMES469

and F-UJI) compare well. However, there is an exception: the results of our Self Assess-470

ment and the F-UJI tool also compare relatively well.471

Summarising this part of our results, we find that at the AIC-level, the five evaluation ap-472

proaches broadly agree on the level of FAIRness (with one notable exception, see above).473

At the WDCC-level, we find that the scores obtained from FAIRness evaluation tools tak-474

ing an identical methodology (manual, hybrid or automated) also compare well to each475

other. Here, manual and hybrid approaches can be seen as applying the same evaluation476

methodology (“human expert knowledge”) as compared to the purely automated tests.477

478
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Project acronym Self

Assess-

ment

CFU FMES F-UJI FAIRshake ∅

per

project

σ

per

project

σ

∅

per

project

IPCC-AR5 CMIP5 0.84 0.72 0.44 0.58 0.95 0.71 0.20 0.29

IPCC-AR5 CMIP5, no DOI 0.65 0.67 0.44 0.54 0.93 0.65 0.19 0.29

CliSAP 0.86 0.78 0.48 0.58 0.97 0.73 0.20 0.28

CliSAP, no data accessible 0.27 0.30 0.43 0.52 0.64 0.43 0.15 0.36

WASCAL 0.90 0.80 0.50 0.58 0.91 0.74 0.18 0.25

CMIP6 RCM forcing MPI-

ESM1-2

0.86 0.85 0.57 0.62 0.92 0.76 0.16 0.21

MILLENNIUM COSMOS 0.63 0.53 0.45 0.51 0.82 0.59 0.14 0.24

IPCC TAR ECHAM4/OPYC 0.82 0.63 0.50 0.64 0.89 0.70 0.16 0.23

Storm Tide 1906 German Bight 0.90 0.68 0.55 0.62 0.83 0.71 0.15 0.21

COPS 0.86 0.47 0.53 0.55 0.87 0.66 0.19 0.29

HDCP2-OBS 0.90 0.48 0.53 0.59 0.86 0.67 0.19 0.29

OceanRAIN 0.90 0.75 0.57 0.60 0.97 0.76 0.18 0.23

CARIBIC 0.62 0.70 0.50 0.54 0.82 0.64 0.13 0.20

∅ (WDCC) 0.77 0.64 0.50 0.58 0.88 0.67 0.15 0.22

Table 3: Results of FAIR assessments of WDCC data holding using the ensemble of

FAIRness evaluation tools detailed in Section 2.1. The scores per test are calculated as

unweighted mean over all tested FAIR maturity indicators. The mean (∅), standard devi-

ation (σ) and relative standard deviation ( σ
∅

) on a project basis (three rightmost columns)

are calculated across the scores of the five FAIR assessment tools. The mean value repre-

sentative for the WDCC (∅ (WDCC), last row) is calculated for all values in the respec-

tive column of the table. See main text for more details. Results at finer granularity are

provided in the supporting data (Peters-von Gehlen & Hoeck, 2021)

Self Assessment CFU FMES F-UJI FAIRshake

Self Assessment n/a 0.61 0.65 0.73 0.79

CFU n/a 0.36 0.50 0.78

FMES n/a 0.65 0.30

F-UJI n/a 0.49

FAIRshake n/a

Table 4: Cross-correlations between the scores per project obtained with the five FAIR-

ness evaluation tools (Table 3).
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4 Discussion479

From the beginning, the FAIR data guiding principles have been defined as being first and480

foremost applicable to any research discipline (Wilkinson et al., 2016; Mons et al., 2017)481

and that it requires the effort of domain specialists to define FAIRness maturity indica-482

tors at a discipline-level (Wilkinson et al., 2019). Since consolidation processes on the483

definition of suitable indicators are still ongoing in the global RDM community, we have484

put as much focus on discipline-specific aspects in our evaluation of WDCC-preserved485

(meta)data as possible. Global data sharing and data reuse is an essential part of everyday486

climate science and the community has developed and adopted relatively sophisticated487

(meta)data standards to facilitate reuse (Meehl et al., 2007; Stockhause et al., 2012; Tay-488

lor et al., 2012; Eyring et al., 2016; Ganske et al., 2020, 2021). At WDCC, (meta)data489

is preserved with a focus on long-term reusability and is therefore required to adhere to490

these standards to a certain degree - we therefore anticipated a relatively high degree of491

FAIRness for preserved (meta)data.492

In this section, we discuss the domain-specific aspects impacting our analysis of WDCC-493

FAIRness (Section 4.1) and the differences between and comparability of the different494

evaluation approaches (Section 4.2). Further, we present lessons learned (Section 4.3)495

and finish off with recommendations to inform the development and operationalisation of496

FAIRness evaluation (Section 4.4).497

498

4.1 Data granularity499

At WDCC, preserved data is organised in data collections following a strict top-down500

hierarchy (cf. Section 2.3), where each level in the hierarchy is identified by an entry501

ID and has its own landing page in the WDCC GUI. Initially, we planned to present502

results for each hierarchy level of an AIC (cf. Table 2), but realized soon in the pro-503

cess that this approach does not reflect the evaluation of domain-specific FAIRness in504

climate science in general and data curation practice at WDCC in particular. As outlined505

in Section 2.3, we did in fact test all AIUs of the AICs separately and then computed506

the average. Because the amount and content of machine-actionable metadata varies507

starkly between the AIC hierarchy-levels, especially the automated evaluation approaches508

yielded a range of FAIRness scores for the AIUs of a single AIC. For example, F-UJI com-509

puted a scores of 0.54 and 0.7 at the “dataset” and “experiment” levels, respectively, for510

CMIP6 RCM forcing MPI-ESM1-2. In this case, the DOI is assigned at the experiment511

level, automatically resulting in a higher score. However, both entities must not be con-512

sidered separately, as on the one hand, the actual data is not available at the experiment513
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level. On the other hand, the dataset level lacks the contextual information required for514

reuse. These domain-specific particularities of data granularity can at the moment not be515

captured with automated FAIRness evaluation tools but should be considered if FAIRness516

evaluation and certification become mandatory (see Section 4.4).517

518

4.2 Comparability of test results519

The varying capacities of the different FAIRness evaluation tools became very apparent520

and transpired early in our analysis. While the automated approaches (FMES and F-UJI)521

are useful for the evaluation of the machine-actionable aspects of preserved (meta)data,522

they fail to capture the actual curation status of (meta)data preserved in WDCC. We523

shortly describe four examples illustrating this point:524

• Datasets preserved in WDCC are accessible for free, but only after authentication.525

The machine actionable metadata (JSON-LD) contain an indicator regarding data526

accessibility (“isAccessibleForFree”: true). While this is in full compliance with527

FAIR principle A1.2, the automated test yield failed tests. While this result is fully528

explainable (FMES and F-UJI check for dataset URLs which are deliberately not529

included in the JSON-LDs for security reasons), it does reveal a central shortcoming530

of the automated evaluation approaches and highlights the intricacies of exactly531

matching the syntax of machine-actionable content required to pass automated tests.532

• In cases when data are actually not available, the information on the availability sta-533

tus of the data is only provided on the landing page and not as part of the machine-534

readable metadata. Therefore, the automated approaches evaluate these AICs ex-535

actly as the other tested WDCC-entries (data is not accessible, test failed), resulting536

in too high FAIRness scores.537

• Contextual information is practically impossible to evaluate using automated ap-538

proaches. As the main goal behind providing FAIR data is to foster their reuse,539

providing adequate references, documentation and provenance information is es-540

sential. The machine-readable qualifiers (“subjectOf”) included in the JSON-LDs541

lead to associated publications or reports. Once such a reference is detected by542

an automated evaluation approach, the corresponding test is passed. However, the543

actual content of the linked reference cannot be checked - it could therefore be com-544

pletely irrelevant in the context of the evaluated (meta)data. In the context of this545

study, the AIC HDCP2-OBS represents such a case.546
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• By virtue of their intended application, the automated evaluation approaches do not547

take any information provided on the human-readable landing pages into account.548

At the WDCC, these often contain ample information about the data, like dataset549

size and file format. These parameters are not included in the JSON-LD because550

schema.org-requirements are vaguely defined.551

All of the above points pose no problem to manual or hybrid tools. However, in-552

cluding the “human factor” in the evaluation process may lead to inconsistencies. A553

further limitation of manual FAIRness evaluation tools is the obvious inability to check554

for machine-actionability. Since this is an essential component of FAIR data, checking555

just for the human-readable aspects of preserved (meta)data is just as impeding as only556

checking for the machine-actionable aspects. Or put in other words, automated FAIRness557

evaluation tools check for the technical FAIRness - or reusability - whereas manual ap-558

proaches (can) check for the contextual/scientific reusability.559

A further point worth discussing is the comparability of the different test results. As560

outlined in Section 2.1, the five FAIRness evaluation tools do not cover the four FAIR561

dimensions in a comparable manner: FMES puts little focus on R (2 of 22), FAIRshake is562

dominated by R (5 of 9), F-UJI is dominated by F and R (together 17 of 24) and our own563

self assessment following Bahim et al. (2020) puts equal emphasis on all FAIR dimen-564

sions and is far more comprehensive than the other approaches (45 tests, compared to 20,565

22, 9 and 24 for CFU, FMES, FAIRshake and F-UJI, respectively). Since there exist no566

recommendations regarding the importance of individual FAIR dimensions - apart from567

F, which is seen as the single most important principle of the FAIR spectrum to enable568

data reuse (Mons et al., 2017) - and their weighting in an evaluation, we provide simple569

arithmetic means of the test results. Similar to the ensemble approach applied in simu-570

lation based climate science, where the ensemble mean over multiple models is usually571

a better representation of reality than the simulation of an individual model (Tebaldi &572

Knutti, 2007), we see an added-value in presenting the mean over all FAIRness evalua-573

tion tools as “WDCC-FAIRness” (Table 3) as compared to relying on just a single test.574

Of course, once FAIRness evaluation becomes standardised and an operational require-575

ment for repositories and archives in order to be regarded as trusted in science, basing a576

certification on the results of an ensemble of tests is impractical. We therefore hope that577

the results we present here help the community converge towards standardised, broadly578

applicable and officially recommended FAIRness evaluation tools.579

580
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4.3 Lessons learned581

The process of applying five different FAIRness evaluation tools has helped us judge the582

WDCC preservation practice, critically reflect on our internal workflow, indicate avenues583

for improving the FAIRness of our (meta)data holdings and develop a sound understand-584

ing for domain-specific FAIRness in climate science.585

586

• Machine actionability of archived data need not be the priority for data collections587

in the climate sciences. The size of datasets archived at WDCC is often O(102)TB588

and more. It is simply not practical to include URLs pointing to the actual datasets589

in the machine readable metadata, as this may incur both security and bandwidth590

issues. The WDCC is currently implementing a PID-system at the dataset level to591

increase Findability.592

• Some of the automated tests could have been passed, if the information given in the593

machine-actionable metadata would have been as comprehensive as that supplied594

on the landing pages of archived datasets. One example would be the specification595

of the file format. At the moment, we do not provide this information in the JSON-596

LD, because in some cases, the actual file format is NetCDF, a standard open file597

format of the climate science community, but the files are packed as .zip or .tar598

archives for download. Note however, that these issues are rather minor and do not599

reduce the FAIRness of WDCC data holdings per se - including them would merely600

increase the FAIR score of the automated evaluation approaches.601

• Archiving of climate science related data in data collections characterised by a strict602

top-down hierarchy which do not have PIDs assigned to every data file is a main603

characteristic of the discipline-specific standard procedure to make these data avail-604

able to the community. Evaluating a collection in its entity is essential to fully605

characterise its FAIRness.606

• Reaching out to the developers of the evaluation tools was essential to apply the607

tools correctly, comprehend the test results and even discover bugs in the tools’608

source code. Close communication and collaboration between the tool developers609

and those wishing to apply them can not be overrated and we wish to contribute610

further to their development and testing in the future.611

• In the process of defining the sample of AICs to be tested, we discovered several612

ones in which the data is not available due to shortcomings in the WDCC archival613

workflow. We are at the moment sieving through the WDCC data holdings to find614
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and amend these AICs and make the data associated with them available to the615

community.616

• Applying the manual evaluation approaches is far less straight forward compared617

to the automated ones. Even if domain and repository experts perform the evalua-618

tion, the results may differ because subjectivity cannot be ruled out. One example619

would be a maturity indicator demanding the provision of dataset and provenance620

documentation. While supplying links to a third-party online database containing621

this information would suffice for one evaluator, this might not be the case for an-622

other one. Therefore, evaluation results obtained by one evaluator should always be623

reviewed. In this context, the list of FAIR maturity indicators compiled by Bahim624

et al. (2020) helps to reduce the risk of unconscious bias because it provides very625

specific guidance for testing.626

• For some AICs, documentation is provided in terms of README files or reports627

which are archived along with the data. However, these files are hard to find if a user628

is not familiar with the WDCC and does not know where to look. WDCC-efforts629

to improve the user experience in this regard are underway by providing more clear630

access to associated documents and by working towards a community-acceptance631

of the EASYDAB (EArth SYstem DAta Branding, Ganske et al., 2021) concept632

which allows users to clearly identify high-quality archived datasets.633

4.4 Recommendations for future FAIRness evaluation tools634

In the course of our analysis, it became apparent that none of the five applied FAIRness635

evaluation approaches was entirely fit-for-purpose to evaluate the WDCC data-holdings636

(cf. Section 4.2 and 4.3), but all of them have their individual strengths on which to build637

future FAIRness evaluation tools.638

For future FAIRness evaluation tools, we recommend the development of capable hybrid639

approaches to capture both the technical and contextual reusability of preserved research640

data.641

For the reasons we elaborated on above, automated FAIRness evaluation tools are very642

good at testing maturity indicators which allow for binary yes/no answers following a643

standardised protocol. Of the two approaches used here, F-UJI seems to be more mature644

and capable than FMES, but still fails to capture the actual curation status of WDCC data645

holdings. At that point, the manual part of a FAIRness evaluation would take over to re-646

liably judge the contextual reusability of the preserved (meta)data. Our recommendation647

to include domain experts and to not only rely on automated approaches in the evaluation648

of FAIRness and general (meta)data quality is also in-line with recent work on the same649
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topic following a similar line of argument (Wu et al., 2019; Bugbee et al., 2021; Murphy650

et al., 2021).651

In practice, we envision a hybrid approach similar to that of FAIRshake, but substantially652

more comprehensive. The tool would also include internal databases specifying domain-653

specific information, like standards, file formats or essential metadata fields specific to654

the discipline. In this context, the concepts of FMES and FAIRshake enabling the use of655

different sets of maturity indicator catalogs is very promising.656

5 Summary657

In this study, we have applied an ensemble of five different FAIRness evaluation tools658

to evaluate the FAIRness of (meta)data preserved in the WDCC (World Data Center for659

Climate). The tools differed in terms of their applied methodology (manual, hybrid or au-660

tomated evaluation) as well as in the weighting of the individual FAIR dimensions (Find-661

able, Accessible, Interoperable or Reusable) in the evaluation. The research questions662

of our study were three-fold. First, the results of an earlier self-assessment of WDCC-663

FAIRness (Peters, Höck & Thiemann, 2020)23 were to be compared to results from avail-664

able third-party FAIRness evaluation tools and methods, including a further development665

of our self assessment approach. Second, we performed a comparative analysis of the666

results provided by the five tools to identify common strengths and/or weaknesses. Third,667

we intended to analyse the fitness-for-use of available FAIRness evaluation tools for the668

purpose of performing a comprehensive assessment of a repositories’ (meta)data holdings.669

Building on the results of our study, the ultimate goals were to determine how WDCC’s670

preservation guidelines live up to external FAIRness evaluation, to identify possible lim-671

itations and shortcomings and to provide recommendations to the global research data672

management community regarding the further development and application of FAIRness673

evaluation tools.674

Addressing the first research question, we found that our previous self-assessment (Peters,675

Höck & Thiemann, 2020)24 yielded a significantly higher level of WDCC-FAIRness (0.9676

of 1) compared to the ensemble mean score of 0.67, with a range of 0.5 to 0.88, obtained677

from the five evaluation approaches applied here. Specifically, our self-assessment of this678

study, conducted along the recommendations of Bahim et al. (2020), yielded a lower score679

(0.77) than the previous one. We attribute this difference to the more comprehensive and680

objective evaluation presented in this paper. The web resource detailing WDCC FAIR-681

ness will be updated accordingly.682

23https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/info?site=fairness
24https://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/info?site=fairness
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Regarding the second research question, we found tools involving manual assessment683

yield higher FAIRness scores than automated tools. This is because the automated ap-684

proaches cannot be used to assess the contextual reusability of preserved (meta)data. As685

data in WDCC is preserved with a focus on long-term reusability, data is usually accom-686

panied by rich metadata providing, for example, documentation and provenance infor-687

mation (Höck, Toussaint & Thiemann, 2020; WDCC, 2016) - an aspect which can only688

be adequately evaluated in a manual manner by a domain and/or repository expert. Fur-689

ther, lower FAIRness scores obtained from automated tools result from inaccessible data690

(WDCC data is only accessible after login, but for free) or missing information in the691

machine-actionable metadata provided by the WDCC. We are in the process of increasing692

the information content of those metadata. Further, the applied evaluation tools compare693

well at the data collection level if similar evaluation methodologies (manual, hybrid or au-694

tomated) are used. An exception to this rule is the particularly good agreement between695

results from the automated F-UJI tool (Devaraju et al., 2021) and our own self-assessment696

based on Bahim et al. (2020). At the data collection level, we confirmed that a high-level697

of (meta)data maturity (Höck, Toussaint & Thiemann, 2020) also directly translates into698

high FAIR scores (and vice versa) across all FAIRness evaluation tools.699

Regarding the third research question, we concluded that none of the five applied FAIR-700

ness evaluation tools provides a completely satisfactory evaluation experience by itself,701

because manual and automated approaches lack the capacity to quantify the machine- and702

contextual reusability of archive data, respectively. The hybrid methodology applied in703

FAIRshake (Clarke et al., 2019) is most promising in this regard as it merges the two ap-704

proaches, but it lacked comprehensiveness in the setup we applied here.705

Finally, we recommend to focus the development, application and operationalisation of706

future FAIRness evaluations on hybrid methodologies featuring a capable and compre-707

hensive automated part and a contextual part evaluated by a domain and/or repository708

expert. Our recommendation is in-line with that of other recent studies (Wu et al., 2019;709

Bugbee et al., 2021; Murphy et al., 2021). We further strongly recommend that any part710

of a FAIRness evaluation be subject to scrutiny by expert reviewers.711

With the ever increasing demand for archives and repositories to showcase their FAIR-712

ness, we see our results and recommendations a step forward to effectively consolidate713

efforts to develop and provide the most fit-for-purpose tools to evaluate discipline-specific714

FAIRness of digital objects.715

716
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The data and methods underlying this study are made publicly available via the WDCC718

(Peters-von Gehlen, 2021; Peters-von Gehlen & Hoeck, 2021) and can be used to com-719
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